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Companies and professionals that invest in communication 
workshops or keynotes improve their bottom line through: 

tvempowers.com

" E v e r y o n e  i s
a n  o p e n  b o o k
i f  y o u  k n o w  
h o w  t o  r e a d  

t h e i r  b o d y
l a n g u a g e . "

Decreased turnover

Increased sales numbers

Improved customer service

Better leadership at all levels

 
YOUR BODY LANGUAGE ADVANTAGE

 
 

Public Speaking - For Camera or Stage
 

D.I.R.T. Dangerous Individual Recognition Training
 

Mastering Body Language for Leaders

®

 

Topics Include



Contact
307-880-1490

terry@tvempowers.com
tvempowers.com

“Terry's presentation was one of the best we have
attended in years! We learned, we laughed, we loved
it!” - Annual Circuit Court Judges’ Conference,

Judge Curt Haws
 

"I HIGHLY recommend Terry for your next event! 
He delivered exceptionally crucial information, but in a
way that was hilarious and entertaining!" - Director of

Communications and Events Wyoming
REALTORS, Cassie Palmer

 
“Terry enthralled our attendees with his presentation

over Mastering Body Language. Very Helpful and FUN!'
We loved hosting Terry!” - KMGMA Vice President,

Stacey Berndt

Terry speaks to a variety of groups including:
 

Judges & Attorneys
Insurance Agents

Emergency Services 
Human Resources

Realtors
Hospitals

Accountants
Engineers

Women's Groups
Sales Teams

Customer Service
Entrepeneurs  

C-Suite Executives
Managers

Loss Prevention
IT Professionals 

Dancer to Commando: 
How to Overcome Any Obstacle

ENTERTAINING KEYNOTE

Terry's hilarious journey from teenage
television host for the BBC, to dance school,

into one of the most elite military units in the
British armed forces. 

 
Entertainment, inspiration and 

motivation redefined!     

"Terry is truly an amazing speaker! I asked him to present for
three consecutive days, on three different topics to three

different groups - they were all a great success!" 
CMO, PJ Turnbull - Brett Pitcairn



More About Terry
 

Terry grew up in England under the heel of a volatile and frequently violent father. Because of this,
it was essential for him to pay attention and try to predict when an outburst might be on the way.

Body language signals in the form of postural changes, gestures, subtle facial expressions, or vocal
modulation often provided the only clues that an outburst was imminent. He didn’t know it at the

time, but this experience would lead to a lifetime of interest in the subject of nonverbal
communication.

 
Vaughan attended human behavior and body language training during his time with the British

Royal Marine Commandos and quickly realized he had a gift for decoding others. Upon leaving the
military, Terry taught several different combative disciplines including hand-to-hand combat,
Muay Thai kickboxing, edged weapons, and tactical firearms. However, the knowledge that it is

always safer to avoid a physical altercation ensured that situational awareness instruction was always
a part of his curriculum.

 
After more than 15 years incorporating various personal safety elements into his combatives

training, Terry created his D.I.R.T. Dangerous Individual Recognition Training®, a workshop that
builds trust, teamwork, situational awareness, and emotional intelligence for every group that

attends. It also teaches employees safety skills that will make them safer at work, home, or play.
 

Combining a love of body language with his experience of various leadership styles in the military,
Terry expanded his workshop and keynote presentations to include Mastering Body Language for

Leaders. This seminar goes to the heart of why we need leaders in the first place and showcases how
to be a leader that appeals to a group's anthropological needs. Once a leader understands why they

should be displaying certain non-verbal behaviors, they will improve emotional intelligence and the
ability to influence, guide, and lead through good times or bad. 

 
After nearly a decade presenting various body language topics to a multitude of audiences, Terry

began coaching professionals to improve their speaking styles when they are in front of a group or a
camera. Terry says, "Public speaking, whether to a live audience or on video, is part art and part

science. It’s also predicted that video content will account for more than 80% of online engagement
in the next 18 months, and competition for viewers is growing exponentially. Your communication

skills must be authentic and strategic to stand out from the crowd.”
 

Amongst Terry’s eclectic background he also worked as a teenage host on a BBC television show
called No Limits before enrolling in a stage school and working as an actor, dancer, and occasional

singer. Transitioning from dancer to Commando was fraught with hilarious situations and epic
challenges, many of which he shares during his highly entertaining keynote, Dancer to Commando:

How to Overcome Any Obstacle. This presentation is part inspiration, part motivation, and part
cautionary tale. But, above all else, Terry’s account of how and why he signed up for one of the

toughest military training courses in the world after life as a thespian has to be heard to be believed
and is the perfect way to launch or close any event.

 
Vaughan is also the author of the popular book, NOT WITH MY DAUGHTER! A Dad’s Guide to

Screening Dates and Boyfriends, a competitor on season 4 of the History Channel's television show,
TOP SHOT, and a host for GUNTV.    


